


EDITORIALEDITORIAL

        The essential purpose of college magazine LUMINOUS 2K13

is to inform, engage, inspire and entertain a diverse readership.

The magazine endeavors to reflect the values and the quality

of the institution.

LUMINOUS 2K13 aims at offering newsworthy , thought-

provoking articles , a concern for readability and attractiveness

of presentation.

The messages from the Chairman and Principal on this

occasion conveyed their blessings and best wishes for the

students and the institution. Setting a platform, we take the

opportunity to thank all those authors who have contributed

the articles and who have meticulously chosen colors and

designed the magazine to be a beauty with brains.

LUMINOUS 2K13
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ABOUT COLLEGE ...ABOUT COLLEGE ...

BAPATLA WOMEN’S ENGINGEERING COLLEGE provides an

excellent opportunity to acquire specific skills and pursue their intellectual

development and contribute towards the empowerment of women. The Pollution

free campus is located in Bapatla spread in a serene scenic site, is ideal for studies.

BAPATLA WOMEN’S ENGINGEERING COLLEGE was established

in the year-2009 with the permission of AICTE, New Delhi and Government of

A.P. The College is affiliated to Acharya Nagarjuna university, Guntur with three

core departments - CSE, ECE, EEE.

BAPATLA WOMEN’S ENGINGEERING COLLEGE always enjoys the

constant guidance of Dynamic Management with a vision and mission. The college

is well versed with the insightful labs and technically equipped to meet the targets

of the Technos.

With rapidly evolving technology and the continuous need for innovation,

the departments always strive to produce quality professionals. Global Excellence,

teaching and technology development is the vision of every the department. The

departments prepare sound ground to equip the students with creativity.

The college is blessed with self- motivated faculty. They try their best to

blend core knowledge with practical one. Bapatla Women’s Engineering College

prepare the students to face   corporate approachability for cutting the edge of

technology with a concrete stone for student’s career development.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRESIDENT

It is a matter of pride to enclose a message

for LUMINOUS2K13, the college magazine of

Bapatla Women’s Engineering college.

The all round growth of the College  is a

authentication of the sincere approach, tireless efforts

and hard work displayed by the entire team of

Bapatla Women’s Engineering college and LUMINOUS2K13 is  the

epitome of the same.

The contents of the magazine reflect the scope to enhance the

communication skills and other conceptual areas to knock down the

challenges.

I am confident that this issue of College Magazine will send a

positive signal to the students to be organized for the goals .

I take this opportunity to congratulate each one of them for

the excellent performance and to keep up the momentum in the coming

years as well. I wish the Principal, Faculty, and Students a grand success

in their future endeavors.

M. Seshagiri Rao

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRESIDENT
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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL

I am delighted to express my ecstasy that Bapatla Women’s

Engineering College is bringing out the College magazine

"LUMINOUS2K13.

The contents of the magazine reflect the wonderful creativity

of thoughts and imagination of our students.

The wide-spectrum of articles in different sections gives us a

sense of pride that our students and teachers possess creative potential

and original thinking in ample measures. Each article is entertaining,

interesting and absorbing. The Editorial Board has also done

commendable job in planning for and producing the magazine. My

congratulations to the team who took the responsibility for the arduous

task most effectively.

I am sure that the College Magazine will provide a platform

to the students to sharpen their writing talent and will strengthen the

academic activities of the College.

I extend my warm wishes on the occasion.

D. V Lakshmi

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL
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STUDENT’S

ACHIEVEMENTS
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APP DEVELOPMENT MARATHON

Our students collaborated with WINDOWS 8 APPFEST 2012, Bangalore. They

are part of biggest development meet globally, which made an official Guinness World

Records.

M.Anusha N.Avanthi

M.Sravani K.V S L Mani Rekha

MD.Rizwana M.Vijaya Lakshmi

Sk.Rehana Sk.Khadira

S.Gayathri P.Bindu

REGD.NO NAME PLACE EVENT

Y9CS2619 K.Sowmya Vagdevini Institutions 2nd Android-PPT

Y10CS2678 N.Avanthi K L U 2nd App Idea

Y10CS2664 M.Vjaya Lakshmi Bapatla Arts & Science 2nd Quiz

Y10CS2618 Ch.Naga Swetha Bapatla Arts & Science 1st Quiz
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ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

S.NO NAME OF THE STUDENT PAPER   TITLE NAME OF THE GUIDE

1. V.Sindhuja Digital Image Watermarking Smt.D.Swetha

4/4ECE Scheme Using DWT-SVD

P.Harsha Sree Domain

4/4ECE

2. P.Sri Devi Steganography Using LSB E.Suneetha

4/4ECE Algorithm and RGB

SK.Rajeena Sulthana Decomposition

4/4ECE

3. A.Saritha Design of FIR-BSF K.Suneetha Krishna

4/4ECE Using Modified

V.Shamily Hamming Window

4/4ECE

LIST OF STUDENTS  SELECTED FOR PAPER CONFERENCES AND JOURNALS

S.no EVENT NAME Regd.no Prize Date College

1 Paper Presentation P.Harini(4 ECE) Y9EC2629 First 18thMAR’2011 Chirala Engineering

college

2 Paper Presentation M.Ramya Tejaswini Y10EC2648 First 5th JAN’2013 Eswar Eneineering

(3 ECEA) College

B.Sri Lakshmi Y10EC2615

(3 ECEA)
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3 Poster Presentation P.Harsha sree Y9EC2631 Second 28thJAN’2012 Acharya Nagarjuna

(4 ECE) University

M.Himaja Y9EC2618

(4 ECE)

4 Poster Presentation A.Satya Srivalli Y10EC2601 First 18thDEC’2012 JNTU(A)

(3 ECEA) Pulivendula

K.Sirisha Y10EC2639

(3 ECEA)

5 Quiz P.Sri naga Tulasi Y9EC2625 First 19thDEC’2012 Bapatla College of

(4 ECE) Arts and Sciences

6 Quiz G.Lakshmi Prasanna Y10EC2628 First 10thJAN’2013 Guntur

(3 ECEA) Engineering College

G.Vasundhara Y10EC2629

(3 ECEA)

7 Telugu debate on K.Rama jyothi Y9EC2613 Best 19thDEC’2012 Bapatla College of

State Division (4 ECE) speaker Arts and Sciences

(shield)

8 English debate  on K.Anusha Y9ec2615 Best 19thDEC’2012 Bapatla College of

State Division (4 ECE) speaker Arts and Sciences

(shield)

9 Circuit Designing Y.Eleena Slesser Y9EC2644 Third 24th FEB’2011 Bapatla

(4 ECE) Engineering College

K.Suneetha L10EC2668

(4 ECE)

I.N.B. Madhavi L10EC2663

(4 ECE)

10 Dance(classical) G.Sailaja Y9EC2604 First 13thMAY‘2011 Bapatla College of

(4 ECE) Arts  and

Sciences (NCC)
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PPT

Y. SURYA PRANEETHA Y9EE2642 1ST PRIZE KAKINADA INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY AND

SCIENCE

C. APARNA Y9EE2607 1ST PRIZE KAKINADA INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY AND

SCIENCE

A. MAHIMA JYOTHI Y10EE2602 1ST PRIZE ESWAR ENGINEERING

COLLEGE

A. NADINI DURGA Y10EE2601 1ST PRIZE ESWAR ENGINEERING

COLLEGE

QUIZ

K. MOUNIKA Y10EE2623 2ND PRIZE BAPATLA COLLEGE OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

DEBATE

P. TEJASWINI Y10EE2639 1ST PRIZE BAPATLA COLLEGE OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

WEAPON ASSEMBLING

V. SREE LAKSHMI Y9EE2640 1ST PRIZE 22ND ANDHRA

BATTALION, NCC

M. ABHILAYA SRINIVAS Y9EE2625 2ND PRIZE 22ND ANDHRA

BATTALION, NCC

MAP READING

M. ABHILAYA SRINIVAS Y9EE2625 1ST PRIZE 22ND ANDHRA

BATTALION, NCC

K. ANUSHA Y9EE2615 2ND PRIZE 22ND ANDHRA

BATTALION, NCC

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
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ACADEMIC TOPPERS

DEPARTMENT OF CSE

Y9CS2625 M.V Harika 89.17 4/4 CSE

Y10CS2654 T.Srilatha 87.78 4/4 CSE

Y10CS2651 K.Swarna 89.62 3/4 CSE

Y10CS2627 G. Jyothi 86.28 3/4 CSE

DEPARTMENT OF EEE

M. SRAVANTHI Y9EE2622 86.92% 4/4 EEE

K. NAGA LAKSHMI Y9EE2616 86.88% 4/4 EEE

A. MAHIMA JYOTHI Y10EE2602 91.6% 3/4 EEE

N.BHARGAVI Y10EE2630 84.38% 3/4 EEE

DEPARTMENT OF ECE

V.SINDHUJA Y9EC2640 89.397 4/4ECE

P.HARINI Y9EC2629 88.364 4/4ECE

S.SRI SOWMYA Y10EC2674 90.18 3/4ECE

G.TULASI Y10EC2631 89.62 3/4ECE

ACADEMIC TOPPERS
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EMAIL IDS (2009-2013)EMAIL IDS (2009-2013)

EEE DEPARTMENT

REGD NO NAME OF THE STUDENT EMAIL ID

Y9EE2601 A.YAMUNA PRAVALLIKA ypravallika111@gmail.com

Y9EE2602 A.SRUJANA srujanaa693@gmail.com

Y9EE2603 A.RAMYA ramya.annavarapu9@gmail.com

Y9EE2605 B.NAVYA TEJA navyateja565@gmail.com

Y9EE2606 B.SARADA b.sarada86@gmail.com

Y9EE2607 CH.APARNA aparnakittu@gmail.com

Y9EE2609 D.AASHA VARDHINI aashavardhini91@gmail.com

Y9EE2610 I.VENKATESWARAMMA venkyinakollu@gmail.com

Y9EE2611 K.SRAVANASANDHYA sravs.suvarna@gmail.com

Y9EE2612 K.MANJUSHA Karanki.manju92@gmail.com

Y9EE2613 K.SWATHI swathieee613@gmail.com

Y9EE2614 K.L SAI PRASANNA kajalluxmi@gmail.com

Y9EE2615 K. ANUSHA komatineni.anushachowdary@gmail.com

Y9EE2616 K. NAGA LAKSHMI nagalakshmi.kondragunta@gmail.com

Y9EE2617 K. SUMA JOSHPIN suma.josphin@gmail.com

Y9EE2618 K. MADHAVI LATHA madhavi.kotikalapudi@gmail.com

Y9EE2619 L.DIVYA SRI Lokanadhamdivyasri@gmail.com

Y9EE2620 M.THANUJA madala.thanuja@gmail.com

Y9EE2621 M.KRISHNAVENI maddasani.krishnaveni@gmail.com

Y9EE2622 M.SRAVANTHI sravanthi.maddula289@gmail.com

Y9EE2623 M.SRAVANTHI m.sravanthi46@gmail.com

Y9EE2624 M.KUMARA MANI mkumarmani92@gmail.com

Y9EE2625 M.ABHILAYA SRINIVAS abhimuthyala@gmail.com

Y9EE2626 N. AASHA JYOTHI ashu.n35@gmail.com

Y9EE2627 N. KIRANMAYEE kiranmayee.adam@gmail.com
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Y9EE2628 N. MALLESWARI n.malleswari2@gmail.com

Y9EE2629 R.KEERTHI keerthi.rayapudi7@gmail.com

Y9EE2630 S.DIVYA TEJA SRI divyatejasri.sabbe@gmail.com

Y9EE2631 S.ANUSHA savalam.anusha@gmail.com

Y9EE2632 SK. MUBEENA sk.mubeena4@gmail.com

Y9EE2633 SK. REHANA rehana32.shaik@gmail.com

Y9EE2635 SK. VAHABUNNISA vahabunnisa@gmail.com

Y9EE2636 K. SINDHURA DEVI sindhurakotturi@gmail.com

Y9EE2637 T. BHAVANI tbhavani@gmail.com

Y9EE2638 T. USHA LAKSHMI usha.n37@gmail.com

Y9EE2639 V.V.L. DURGA BHAVANI vakkapatla.durga26@gmail.com

Y9EE2640 V. SRILAKSHMI srilakshmi.velagapudi29@gmail.com

Y9EE2641 V. AKHILA vakhila2641@gmail.com

Y9EE2642 Y. SURYA PRANEETHA suryapraneetha.y@gmail.com

Y9EE2643 Y. SWETHA swethach369@gmail.com

L10EE2661 G. MOUNIKA mounika.guggilam@gmail.com

L10EE2662 SK. FATHIMA FAHEEM fathima.shaik4@gmail.com

ECE DEPARTMENT

REGD NO NAME OF THE STUDENT EMAIL ID

Y9EC2601 ADAPA.SARITHA adapa.saritha@gmail.com

Y9EC2602 BODDU.SWARNA LATHA swarnalathaec@gmail.com

Y9EC2603 CHUKKA.SIVA GANGA PARVATHI sgparvathi@gmail.com

Y9EC2604 GARA.SAILAJA sailaja.gara@gmail.com

Y9EC2605 GODASU .NAGA SUBHASHINI subhashini.godasu2@gmail.com

Y9EC2606 GORIJAVOLU.KANAKASRI kanakasri.garijavolu@gmail.com

Y9EC2607 GORIPARTHI.MAHA LAKSHMI laxmimaha19@gmail.com

Y9EC2608 GUMMADI.MANOGNA gummadi manogna@gmail.com

Y9EC2609 INAMPUDI.SRIVALLI srivallii27@gmail.com

Y9EC2610 JOSYULA.SUGUNA SOWJANYA sowjanya.josyula10@gmail.com
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Y9EC2611 KANCHARLA.ANNIE SUMANTHA anniekancharlasslash@gmail.com

Y9EC2612 KARETI.SRAVANI kareti.sravani@gmail.com

Y9EC2613 KEERTHI.RAMA .JYOTHI keerthiramajyothi@gmail.com

Y9EC2614 KOKKILIGADDA.KEERTHI SRAVANTHI karuna.keeru@gmail.com

Y9EC2615 KONDABATHINA. ANUSHA kondabathinaanusha@gmail.com

Y9EC2616 KONJETI.KRISHNA CHAITANYA kkcchaitu@gmail.com

Y9EC2617 KOTHA.ALEKHYA ale.ece17@gmail.com

Y9EC2618 MADDU.HIMAJA himajamaddu24@gmail.com

Y9EC2619 MALLADI.DIVYA KIRANMAYE malladi.kdivya@gmail.com

Y9EC2620 MAMIDI.ANUSHA anusha.mamidi1312@gmail.com

Y9EC2621 MANNE.SAILAJA manne.sailaja24@gmail.com

Y9EC2622 MUTHYALA.SWATHI swathi.muthyala22@gmail.com

Y9EC2623 NADAKUDURU.LAKSHMI lakshminadakuduru@gmail.com

Y9EC2624 NALAM.LAVANYA nalamlavanya24@gmail.com

Y9EC2625 PALAPARTHI.SRI NAGA TULASI palaparthi.tulasi25@gmail.com

Y9EC2626 PALETI.HARITHA haritha.paleti12@gmail.com

Y9EC2627 PANTHAGANI.SANDHYA RANI panthagani.sandhya@gmail.com

Y9EC2628 PERAM.SANDHYA sandhya.peram92@gmail.com

Y9EC2629 PERNAMITTA.HARINI harini.pernamitta@gmail.com

Y9EC2630 PODUGU.PRAMEELA podugu.prameela20@gmail.com

Y9EC2631 POKALA.HARSHASREE harshasree.pokala@gmail.com

Y9EC2632 PULAMALA.SRIDEVI sridevi.pulamala@gmai.com

Y9EC2633 RAJEENA SULATHANA shaikarajeena33@gmail.com

Y9EC2634 RAVIPATI . SOWJANYA sowjanya.ravipati12@gmail.com

Y9EC2635 RAYAPUDI.SUMITRA RayapudiSumitra89@gmail.com

Y9EC2636 SANKE.VANITHA Vanitha.Sanke@gmail.com

Y9EC2637 SHAIK.BAJIDBI skbajidbi@yahoo.com

Y9EC2638 SHAIK.SHAMEENA sk.shameena4@gmail.com

Y9EC2639 VADRANAM.SHAMILY vadranam.shamily@gmail.com

Y9EC2640 VEMULAPALLI.SINDHUJA sindhujav.vemulapalli@gmail.com
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Y9EC2641 YANAMADNI.DEEPTHI always.happydeepthi@gmail.com

Y9EC2642 YANDRAPALLI.LAKSHMI TULASI Lakshmitulasi42@yahoo.com

Y9EC2643 YARLAGADDA.TEJASWI tejaswi7.yarlagadda@gmail.com

Y9EC2644 YERICHARLA.ELEENA SLESSER slesser.eleena@gmail.com

L10EC2661 BALABADRUNI.SANTHI balabadruni.santhi@gmail.com

L10EC2662 CHALLA.DEVI SRI PARVATHI devisri.challa@gamil.com

L10EC2663 IMMEDISETTY.NAGA BINDHU MADHAVI

L10EC2664 KONDAPATURI.SRILEKHA srilekhakondapaturi@gmail.com

L10EC2665 KONDIBOINA.SUSHMA ksksushma17@gmail.com

L10EC2666 PERUMALLA.THRIVENI Bhanu.Perumalla50@gmail.com

L10EC2667 TALLURI.KAMALA kamalabwec@rocketyahoo.com

L10EC2668 KURETI.SUNEETHA sunithaec052@gmail.com

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

REGD NO NAME OF THE STUDENT EMAIL ID

Y9CS2602 B.Deepthi deepthicse2602@gmail.com

Y9CS2603 B.V.V.Durga bdurga2@gmail.com

Y9CS2604 B.Divya divya.batchu3@gmail.com

Y9CS2606 B.Mounika mounika1133@gmail.com

Y9CS2607 B.SriDivyaRani divya4cutestar@gmail.com

Y9CS2608 CH.Anusha ch.anusha008@gmail.com

Y9CS2609 CH.Sravya sri chintasravyasri@gmail.com

Y9CS2610 D.C.N.Priyanka priyanka.dharala@gmail.com

Y9CS2611 G.LakshmiSudha lakshmisudha.gara@gmail.com

Y9CS2612 G.Mounika mownikagarigipati@gmail.com

Y9CS2613 G.Sindhura sindhura.g56@gmail.com

Y9CS2614 G.Lavanya guntupallilavanya@gmail.com

Y9CS2615 K.Revathi revathi.kandula@gmail.com

Y9CS2617 k.Sravani kavurisravani17@gmail.com

Y9CS2618 k.Jhansi lakshmi kesanajhansilakshmi@yahoo.com
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Y9CS2619 k.Sowmya sowmyakllpr67@gmail.com

Y9CS2621 M.Muneera mmuneera00@gmail.com

Y9CS2622 M.Pragna majji.pragna21@gmail.com

Y9CS2623 M.Khyati Bhavani manthena.khyatibhavani@gmail.com

Y9CS2624 M.Bhargavi mbhargavibwec@gmail.com

Y9CS2625 M.V.Harika harika25.cse@gmail.com

Y9CS2626 M.Divya divya.meruga846@gmail.com

Y9CS2627 M.D.Ashravi ashravi.bwec@gmail.com

Y9CS2629 M.Vasavi vasavimudunuri@gmail.com

Y9CS2630 P.Kranthi kranthipanguluri@gmail.com

Y9CS2631 P.Pooja ppoojachand@gmail.com

Y9CS2632 P.Nureesha penu.neeru@gmail.com

Y9CS2633 P.Sindhu sindhupinninti@gmail.com

Y9CS2634 P.L.S.Surekha surekhapls@gmail.com

Y9CS2635 P.NityaTeja nityapulugu@gmail.com

Y9CS2637 S.UshaRani usha.sure13@gmail.com

Y9CS2638 S.Sireesha surenenisireesha@gmail.com

Y9CS2639 SD.Shabeena shabeena5678@gmail.com

Y9CS2640 T.Divya divya.tammana2009@gmail.com

Y9CS2641 T.Srilatha srilathatokala8@gmail.com

Y9CS2642 U.Priyanka priyanka.uppalanchu92@gmail.com

Y9CS2643 U.Sireesha sirisha.siri451@gmail.com

Y9CS2644 V.Surekha vaddisurekha4@gmail.com

Y9CS2645 V.Vaishnavi velurivaishnavi@gmail.com

Y9CS2646 V.SreeRekha srirekhavemula@gmail.com

Y9CS2647 V.SeetaMahaLakshmi seethavishnumolakala@gmail.com

Y9CS2648 V.Radhika radika.vunnam9@gmail.com

Y9CS2649 V.Mownika vuyyurumownika@gmail.com

Y9CS2650 Y.Aswini yalavarthi.aswini@gmail.com

L10CS2661 D.UshaSri ushasri.doma@gmail.com

L10CS2662 P.RatnaKumari ratnapuppala51@gmail.com

L10CS2663 Y.Anusha anusha.yaramsetty@gmail.com
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TECHNICAL ARTICLES
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COMPUTER TRICKS
K. V S L Mani Rekha

¾ CSE

1) Play movie on paint:….

To play movie on Microsoft paint

->Simply first hit the print screen button on the keyboard

->When the media files are playing then open paint and

->Paste by pressing ctrl+v (paste key) voila

 the movie starts on the paint application

2) How to restart Windows without restarting your PC: ----

->When you click on the SHUTDOWN button,

Make sure to simultaneous press SHIFT button.

->If you hold the Shift key down while clicking on shutdown button,

->Your computer would restart without restarting the computer.

This is equivalent to term ‘HOT REBOOT’.

3) Use Notepad as your personal diary: ----

There is a simple feature in Notepad that can make it work like a personal

diary for you. Here is how about it:

1.Firstly open a blank notepad file.

2.Now write .LOG as the first line in the file, then press enter. Now save the file

and close it.

3.Open the notepad file now and you will find that the current date and time

hase been appended at the end and the cursor is in the next line.

4.Type your notes and then save and close the file.

5.Each time you open the file, Notepad repeats the process. That is, it appends

the date and time to the end of the file and places the cursor below

4) PDF Trick:----

Try out the following key combinations for Acrobat 6.o & 7.0:

Ctrl+shift+b To hear the whole document

Ctrl+shift+v To hear only the page

Ctrl+shift+c To resume

Ctrl+shift+e   To stop

25
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SHORTCUTS
-USHA
4/4 CSE

F1: Help
CTRL+ESC: Open Start menu
ALT+TAB: Switch between open programs
ALT+F4: Quit program
SHIFT+DELETE: Delete item permanently
Windows Logo+L: Lock the computer (without using CTRL+ALT+DELETE)
F1: Starts Windows Help
F10: Activates menu bar options
SHIFT+F10: Opens a shortcut menu for the selected item (this is the same as right-
clicking an object
CTRL+ESC: Opens the Start menu (use the ARROW keys to select an item)
CTRL+ESC or ESC: Selects the Start button (press TAB to select the taskbar, or
press SHIFT+F10 for a context menu)
CTRL+SHIFT+ESC: Opens Windows Task Manager
ALT+DOWN ARROW: Opens a drop-down list box
ALT+TAB: Switch to another running program
CTRL+TAB: Switch to the next child window of a Multiple Document Interface
(MDI) program
CTRL+F4: Closes the current Multiple Document Interface (MDI) window
F2: Rename object
F3: Find all files
ALT+ENTER: Open the properties for the selected object
F4: Selects the Go To A Different Folder box and moves down the entries in the box
CTRL+G: Opens the Go To Folder tool (in Windows 95 Windows Explorer only)
CTRL+A: Select all the items in the current window

WINDOWS 8 SHORTCUTS
-B.Mounika, B.Divya, P.Sindhu

4/4 CSE

WIN+A -  SWITCH
WIN+Q -  SEARCH APPS
WIN+F -  SEARCH FILES
WIN+W -  SETTINGS SEARCH
WIN+L -  LOCK COMPUTER

WIN+Z -  APP BAR
WIN+P -  SECOND SCREEN BAR

WIN+X -  WINDOWS TOOLS
WIN+.-SPLIT -  SCREEN RIGHT
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WIN+SHIFT+. -  SPLIT SCREEN LEFT
WIN+PRTSCR -  SCREEN SHOT
WIN+D -  SHOW OR HIDE DESKTOP
WIN+R -  RUN
WIN+CTRL+F -  FIND COMPUTERS
WIN+M -  MINIMIZE ALL WINDOWS
WIN+<UP ARROW> -  MAXIMIZE CURRENT WINDOW
WIN+<DOWN ARROW>-  MINIMIZE CURRENT WINDOW
WIN+SHIFT+M -  RESTORE ALL
WIN+E -  OPEN COMPUTER
WIN+F1 -  HELP
WIN+SHIFT+<UP ARROW> -  EXTEND WINDOW

SIXTH SENSE TECHNOLOGY
-P.Bindu, M.Anusha

III/IV B.tech

'SixthSense' is a wearable gestural interface that augments the physical world
around us with digital information and lets us use natural hand gestures to interact
with that in.

When we encounter something, someone or some place, we use our five natural
senses to perceive information about it; that information helps us make decisions
and chose the right actions to take. But arguably the most useful information   that
can help us make the right decision is not naturally perceivable with our five senses,
namely the data, information and knowledge that mankind has accumulated about
everything and which is increasingly all available online. Although the miniaturization
of computing devices allows us to carry computers in our pockets, keeping us
continually connected to the digital world, there is no link between our digital devices
and our interactions with the physical world. Information is confined traditionally
on paper or digitally on a screen. SixthSense bridges this gap, bringing intangible,
digital information out into the tangible world, and allowing us to interact with this
information via natural hand gestures.

 ‘SixthSense’ frees information from  its confines by seamlessly integrating it
with reality, and thus making the entire world your computer. The core vision of
SixthSense is to merge our informational experience with our everyday activities and
       surroundings, the physical objects we use.

This digital prototype called the “sixth sense“, which a wearable hi-tech device
that can turn anything into a touch screen. Laptops and Smartphone allow easy
access computing power.

The SixthSense prototype is comprised of a wearable pocket projector, a mirror
and a camera.The hardware components are coupled in a pendant like mobile wearable
device.

SixthSense also supports multi-touch and multi-user interaction.
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The software works on the basis of computer vision. There's a small camera
acting as your eye, your third eye, your digital eye, connecting you to the world of
digital information.   The camera, in a sense, acts as a digital eye, seeing what the user
sees. It also tracks the movements of thethumbs and index fingers of both of the
user's hands Processing is happening in your mobile phone, and basically works on
computer vision algorithms.

ANDROID
-M . Sravani, M. Vijaya Lakshmi

Android is a software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating system,
middleware and key applications. Android is a software platform and operating system
for mobile devices based on the Linux operating system and developed by Google
and the Open Handset Alliance.Google has made most of the Android platform
available under the Apache free-software and open source license .Android is a freely
downloadable open source software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating
system, middleware and key applications based on Linux and Java. Google developed
Android collaboratively as part of the Open Handset Alliance, a group of more than
30 mobile and technology companies working to open up the mobile handset
environment.Android is an operating system for mobile devices such as smart phones
and tablet computers.

HOW “GOOGLE CHROME OS” DEVELOPED USING CLOUD COMPUTING?
                  -D.Usha Raj, K.Mounika

Have you ever thought of having a Desktop, Start button, Task Bar, My
Computer, My Documents, Word Documents, Spread sheets, Presentations and many
more applications in a single browser window? Sound’s interesting? Is there any
solution to achieve this?

The answer is simply: A CLOUD (Computing) can do the trick. Now-a-days,
resource sharing in a pure plug and play model that dramatically simplifies
infrastructure planning is the promise of “Cloud Computing”. This paper explores
      some of the basics of cloud computing with the aim of introducing aspects
such as: Realities and risks of the model.

Components in the model.
Characteristics and Usage of the model.
Google Operating System & Apps (comprising Gmail, Google Calendar, Google

Docs, and other web applications) provide familiar, easy to use products and services
for business settings. These services, characterized by redundant computing
environments and dynamic resource allocation, enable customers to access their data
virtually anytime and anywhere from Internet-capable devices. This computing
environment — often called the “cloud” — allows CPU, memory and storage resources
to be shared and utilized by many customers while also offering security benefits.
The paper also aims to provide a means of understanding the cloud model based
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Operating System and exploring options that are available for complementing the
technology and infrastructure needs.

Overview:
Cloud computing is a computing paradigm, where a large pool of systems are

connected in private or public networks, to providedynamically scalable infrastructure
for application, data and file storage. With the advent of this technology, the cost of
computation, application hosting, content storage and delivery is reduced significantly.

PAPER BATTERY
-V.RamyaSri, N.Siva Parvathi

III/IV B.Tech

Paper battery is a flexible, ultra-thin energy storage production device formed
by combining carbon nano-tubes with a conventional sheet of cellulose based paper.
Paper battery acts as both a high-energy and super capacitor.

This combination allows the battery to provide both long-term, steady power
production and burst of energy. Non-toxic and flexible paper batteries have the potential
to power the next generation of electronics. Paper batteries may be folded, cut or
otherwise shaped for different applications without any loss of integrity or efficiency.
Early prototypes of the devices are able to produce 2.5 volts of electricity.

They can be use as electrolytes in blood make them potentially useful for medical
devices such as pacemakers.

The medical uses are particularly attractive because they do not contain any
toxic materials and can be biodegradable.

They can be used for recharging the mobiles without using electricity so that
we reduce the shock accidents.

Easy to carry and easy to use environment friendly so that we can dispose
easily.

WHY APPLE’S MAC INSTEAD THERE IS CHEAPER AND BETTER ONE
RASPBERRY PIE:The idea behind a tiny and cheap computer for kids came in 2006,
when Eben Upton and his colleagues at the University of Cambridge’s Computer
Laboratory, including Rob Mullins, Jack Lang and Alan Mycroft, became concerned
about the year-on-year decline in the numbers and skills levels of the A Level students
applying to read Computer Science in each academic year. From a situation in the
1990s where most of the kids applying were coming to interview as experienced
hobbyist programmers, the landscape in the 2000s was very different; a typical
applicant might only have done a little web design.Something had changed the way
kids were interacting with computers. There came the idea of raspberry
pie.Reference:www.Raspberry pie.com(The Raspberry Pi Foundation is a UK registered
charity (Registration Number 1129409).

-By Ashravi Mohammed, 4/4 CSE
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THEY CALL IT “COINCIDENCE”

Abraham Lincoln was elected to congress in 1846 and
John F Kennedy was elected to congress in 1946

Abe was elected president in 1860 and
John F Kennedy was elected president in 1960.
The names “Kennedy”, “Lincoln” each contain 7 letters.

Both were particularly concerned with civil rights.
Both wives lost a son while living in “White House”.
Both presidents were shot on Friday. Both were

shot behind the head.

Here’s an interesting one ……...........
Lincoln’s secretary name: Kennedy
Kennedy’s secretary name: Lincoln

Both were assassinated and succeeded by southerners and those successors were
named “Johnson”.

Andrew Johnson who succeeded Lincoln was born in 1808
Lyndon Johnson who succeeded Kennedy was born in 1908

John Wilkes Booth who assassinated Lincoln was born in 1839

Mr. Booth shot Lincoln in a theatre called
“Ford”.

Mr. Lee shot Kennedy in a car called “Ford”.
Booth ran from the theatre and was caught in a

warehouse,
Lee ran from a warehouse and was caught in a

theatre.Lincoln’s last child “Tad” had his funeral
held on July 16th 1871.

John Wilkes Booth Lee Harvey Oswald
(born: 1839) (born: 1939)

Later he was exhumed and moved to a different grave site.
Kennedy’s son JFK Jr. was lost at sea on July 16th 1999.

Later he was found bought up and re-buried at sea.
Both the presidents Lincoln and Kennedy were shot in the presence of their wives.

Both were sitting beside their slain husbands.
COULD YOU EXPLAIN THE THEORY BEHIND IT!!!

-K.ALEKHYA, IV/IV ECE

ELECTRONICS AND

COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
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BRAIN MACHINE INTERFACE (A thought can control the devices)

A brain- machine interface, sometimes called a direct neural interface or a brain

computer interface, is a direct communication pathway between a human or animal

brain (or brain cell culture) and an external device. By combining the latest

developments in computer technology and hi-tech engineering, paralyzed persons

will be able to control a motorized wheel chair, computer painter, or robotic arm by

thought alone. In healthy subjects the primary motor area of the brain sends movement

commands to the muscles via the spinal cord. In many paralyzed people this pathway

is interrupted, i.e. due to a spinal cord injury. A new treatment being researched:

Electrodes measure activity from the brain. A computer based decoder translates this

activity into commands for the control of muscles, prosthesis or a computer. The

BMI consists of several components such as the implant device, or chronic multi-

electrode array, the signal recording and processing section, and an external device the

subject uses to produce and control motion. The first component is an implanted

array of microelectrodes into the frontal and parietal lobes—areas of the brain involved

in producing multiple output commands to control complex muscle movements. This

device record action potentials of individual neurons and then represent the neural

signal using a rate code .The second component consists of spike detection algorithms,

neural encoding and decoding systems, data acquisition and real time processing

systems etc .A high performance DSP architecture is used for this purpose. The external

device that the subject uses may be a robotic arm, a wheel chair etc. depending upon

the application.

-R.SOWJANYA, IV/IV ECE

RED TACTON

Technology is making many things easier. So far we have seen  LAN, MAN,

WAN, INTERNET & many more but here is new concept of  “ RED TACTON ”

which  makes the human body  as a  communication  network  by  HAN (Human

Area Network). NTT lab from Japan is currently testing & developing this revolutionary

technology .Red Tacton is a new Human Area networking technology that uses the

surface of the human body as a safe, high speed network transmission path.Red Tacton

uses the minute electric field generated by human body as medium for transmitting

the data. The chips which will be embedded in various devices contain transmitter

and receiver built to send and accept data in digital format.

M.ANUSHA, IV/IV ECE
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STEGANOGRAPHY USING LSB ALGORITHM AND RGB DECOMPOSITION

The rapid development of data transfer through internet made it easier to send

the data more accurately and faster to the destination. One of the most important

factors of information technology and communication is the security of the

information. Steganography is mostly preferred to the security in the communication

systems, which is the art and science of invisible communication. Steganography is

the method through which the existence of a message is kept secret. This is

accomplished through embedding a media file such as image, text, sound, video etc.,

in the information to be transferred and hence hiding the existence of the information

to be communicated. Image steganography makes use of Least Significant Bit (LSB)

algorithm. This method is simple, fast, and robust to attack and improves the image

quality.

P.SRIDEVI, SK.RAJEENA SULTHANA

IV/IV ECE

WIRELESS CHARGING OF MOBILE PHONES USING MICROWAVES

Mobile phones becoming a basic part of life, the recharging of mobile phone

batteries has always been a problem. The mobile phones vary in their talk time and

battery standby according to their manufacturer. All these phones irrespective of their

manufacturer and batteries have to be put to recharge after the battery has drained

out. A new proposal has been made so as to make the recharging of the mobile phones

is done automatically as you talk in your mobile phone! This is done by use of

microwaves. The microwave signal is transmitted from the transmitter along with the

message signal using special kind of antennas called slotted wave guide antenna at a

frequency 2.45 GHz. There are minimal additions, which have to be made in the

mobile handsets like a sensor, a rectenna, and a filter. With the above setup, the need

for separate chargers for mobile phones is eliminated and makes charging universal.

Thus the more you talk, the more is your mobile phone charged! With this proposal

the manufacturers would be able to remove the talk time and battery standby from

their phone specifications!

I.SRIVALLI

IV/IV ECE
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5G TECHNOLOGY
Cell phones are used by millions and billions of users worldwide. How many of

us know the technology behind cell phones? 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G & 5G ("G" stands for

"Generation") are the generations of wireless telecom connectivity. The technologies

upto 4G, which we are using till today are updated further to 5G technology. 5G

technology has changed the means to use cell phones within very high bandwidth.

User never experienced ever before such a high value technology. Nowadays mobile

users have much awareness of the cell phone (mobile) technology. The 5G technologies

include all type of advanced features which makes 5G technology most powerful and

in huge demand in near future.  The gigantic array of innovative technology being

built into new cell phones is stunning. 5G technologies which are on hand held phone

offering more power and features than at least 1000 lunar modules. A user can also

hook their 5G technology cell phone with their Laptop to get broadband internet

access. 5G technology including camera, MP3 recording, video player, large phone

memory, dialling speed, audio player and much more you never imagine. 5G technology

offer high resolution, advanced billing interfaces and bi-directional large bandwidth

shaping, 5G technology also provides subscriber supervision tools for fast action and

large broadcasting of data in Gigabit which supports almost 65,000 connections.5G

technology offer transporter class gateway with unparalleled consistency. The 5G

technology is providing up to 25 Mbps connectivity speed.

-SK.BAJIDBI
IV/IV ECE

DIGITAL IMAGE WATERMARKING SCHEME USING DWT-SVD DOMAIN
Recent developments in the technology have been providing the faster data

transfer through the digital multi-media. With regard to this, more secure and efficient

methods are to be developed for the data transmission in image processing applications.

Watermarking is one of the most preferred methods for this purpose. Watermarking

is the process of embedding data into the cover image to be communicated. Discrete

Wavelet Transform (DWT) is commonly used in watermarking schemes. The DWT

coefficients are modified with the data that represents the watermark. The work is

carried out by computing DWT coefficients and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

The cover image is decomposed in to four sub-bands using DWT. SVD is applied to

each sub-band and watermark image is embedded by modifying the singular values.

-P.Harsha Sree&V.Sindhuja
IV/IV ECE
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NANOROBOTS FOR LAPAROSCOPIC CANCER SURGERY
             Medical Nano robots usesNano bioelectronics, clinical data, and wireless
technologies,asembeddedintegratedsystemdevices for molecular machine data
transmission and control upload,andshowhowtouseitin cancer surgery.The
integrationof medicalNano robotics andsurgical teleportationhasthe useofrobotic
laparoscopy concepts.Advanced3Dsimulationtechniquesas a practical choice  on
methodology for molecular machineintegrated system analyses andbiomedical
instrumentationprototyping are used. Nanorobotsare expectedtoprovideadvancesin
medicine through the miniaturization from microelectronics to nanoelectronics.

K.ALEKHYA
IV/IV ECE

SILENT SOUND TECHNOLOGY
Everybody has the experience of talking aloud in the cell phone in the midst of

the disturbance while travelling in trains or buses. There is no need of shouting anymore
for this purpose. ‘Silent sound technology’ is the answer for this problem. The Silent
sound technology is an amazing solution for those who had lost their voice but wish
to speak over phone. It is developed at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and you
can expect to see it in the near future. When demonstrated, it seems to detect every
lip movement and internally converts the electrical pulses into sounds signals and
sends them neglecting all other surrounding noise. It is definitely going to be a good
solution for those feeling annoyed when other speak loud over phone.‘Silent Sound’
technology aims to notice every movements of the lips and transform them into
sounds, which could help people who lose voices to speak, and allow people to make
silent calls without bothering others. Rather than making any sounds, your handset
would decipher the movements your mouth makes by measuring muscle activity,
then convert this into speech that the person on the other end of the call can hear. So,
basically, it reads your lips. This new technology will be very helpful whenever a
person looses his voice while speaking or allow people to make silent calls without
disturbing others, even we can tell our PIN number to a trusted friend or relative
without eavesdropping.

-N.LAVANYA
IV/IV ECE

PLASMA ANTENNA
A plasma column excited by a surface wave can act as a plasma antenna.

Experiments are carried out to study the current and conductivity distributions, field,
power patterns, directivity and efficiency of such a plasma antenna. In addition, an
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equivalent metallic copper antenna is built up and its antenna parameters are compared
with that of the plasma antenna.The power content in the harmonics of the plasma
antenna is more prominent as compared to the copper antenna .However, the power
patterns for both antennae are quite similar. To provide a more qualitative
understanding regarding the generation of harmonics in the field of the plasma antenna,
a bi-spectral analysis is performed to study the nonlinear interactions in the current
fluctuations. High frequency plasma antennascould hold the key for economically
viable superfast wireless networking.This technology is more than theoretically possible,
it has already been achieved. However, the current hardware uses a wider range of
frequencies so it's impractically massive to use for mobile environments.. Luckily,
some UK researchers are working on a solid-state plasma antenna called Plasma Silicon
Antenna, or PSIAN. This uses beam forming technology and the same manufacturing
process currently used for silicon chips. That makes it small enough to bung into
smart phones.

P.HARINI, IV/IV ECE

 P.NANDINI, III/IV ECE

P.MEENAKSHI, III/IV ECE

CELLPHONE OPERATED LAND ROVER
When the user make a call to the mobile phone attached to the robot. In the

course of a call, the robot is controlled by a mobile phone that pressed, a tone
corresponding to the button pressed is heard at the other end of the call. This tone is
called ‘dual-tone multiple-frequency’ (DTMF) tone. The robot perceives this DTMF
tone with the help of the phone stacked in the robot. The received tone is processed
by the ATmega16 microcontroller with the help of DTMF decoder MT8870. The
decoder decodes the DTMF tone into its equivalent binary digit and this binary
number is sent to the microcontroller.  The microcontroller is preprogrammed to take
a decision for any given input and outputs its decision to motor drivers in order to
drive the motors for forward or backward motion or a turn. The mobile that makes a
call to the mobile phone stacked in the robot acts as a remote,So,construction of
receiver and transmitter units is not required. DTMF signaling is used for telephone
signaling over the line in the voice-frequency band to the call-switchingcenter. The
version of DTMF used for telephone tone dialing is known as Touch-Tone.DTMF
assigns a specific frequency (consisting of two separate tones) to each key so that the
electronic circuit can easily identify it. The signal generated by the DTMF encoder is
a direct algebraic summation, in real time, of the amplitudes of two sine (cosine)
waves of different frequencies.

N.LAKSHMI, IV/IV ECE
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

POWER THEFT IDENTIFICATION
R.KEERTHI,

4/4 EEE

Science and technology with all its miraculous advancements has fascinated

human life to a great extent that imagining a world without these innovations is

hardly possible. While technology is on the raising slope, we should also note the

increasing immoral activities. With a technical view, “Power Theft” is a non-ignorable

crime that is highly prevalent, and at the same time it directly affects the economy of

a nation. Detecting and eradicating such crimes with the assistance of the developing

scientific field is the “Need of the Hour”.

MODES OF THEFT:

1.Bogus seals and tampering of seals.

2.Meter tampering, meter tilting, meter interface and meter bypassing.

3.Changing connection.

4.Direct tapping from line.

THEFT IDENTIFICATION:

Power theft identification is done by converting the disc revolutions of each

consumer’s energy meter and distribution transformer into pulses. These pulses are

frequency division multiplexed and transmitted through power line.

These signals are individually picked and counted at the receiver end.If the

difference of the sum of the consumer’s readings and that of distribution transformer

exceeds the preset value, which is set by considering transmission loss,the power theft

is said to occur.

MODERN DETECTING TOOLS:

There are many modern tools that assist in power theft identification.Some of

them are

1. Tamper proof seals and labels.

2. Meter leaders.

3. Tamper resistant screws / locks.

4. Check meter and remote meter readers.

5. Tamper alarms and sensors.
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POWER QUALITY ISSUES
T. USHA LAKSHMI

4/4 EEE

In little more than ten years, electricity power quality has grown from obscurity

to a major issue. Electronic converters and power electronics gave birth to numerous

new applications, offering unmatched comfort, flexibility and efficiency to the

customers.

The technological advancement in electronic field resulted into sophisticated

equipments. The use of such equipments is increasing day by day because of their

advantages. These equipments are highly sensitive to poor power quality.

These require reliable and good power quality free from all power quality issues.

However, their proliferation during the last decade is creating a growing concern and

generates more and more problems: not only these electronic loads pollute the AC

distribution system with harmonic currents, but they also appear to be very sensitive

to the voltage distortion.

The power quality problem is defined as any problem manifested in voltage,

current or frequency deviations that result in mal-operation of customer equipment.

The power quality problem causes the deterioration of performance of various

sensitive electronic and electric equipments.

The good quality of power can be specified as

1. The supply voltage should be within guaranteed tolerance of declared value.

2. The wave shape should be pure sine wave within allowable limits for distortion.

3. The voltage should be balanced in all three phases.

4. Supply should be reliable i.e continuous availability without interruption

Power quality problems may be very difficult to troubleshoot, and often the

electric power may not have any relation to the actual problem.The role of monitors

for troubleshooting power quality problems is undeniable.

CAUSES OF POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES:

1. Insulation breakdown causes wave shape disturbances at the peak of the voltage.

2. Loose connection faults cause wave shape disturbances in the voltage wave shape

near the zero crossing of the current.

3. Capacitor energizing transients initiate a sharp transient towards the voltage

zero,followed by a dampened oscillation at the power system frequency.

4. Higher frequency transients are dampened greatly by electrical distance.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN POWER ELECTRONICS
N. MALLESWARI

4/4 EEE

The advent of high frequency, high powerswitchingdeviceshasresultedin

widespreadapplicationofpower electronic    converters    for    energy conversion and

motion control. Theuse of  high  speedmicrocomputers  and advanceds of twa rearch

it ectures has  simplified control system design by permitting complex computation

and decision  making  capabilities  in  the fields of realtime motion control.

RECENT ADVANCES:

Non-linearPhenomena in Power Electronics:

Power electronics is a relatively new and fast-growing area of electronics, with

wide practical application. It is concernedwiththeefficientconversionofelectricalpower

from one form to another, at power levelsrangingfromaboutawatt

Bifurcation:

Bifurcationsrepresent suddenchangesinthebehaviourofa nonlinear   system   as

a parameter changes.Thustheyareapotential sourceofengineeringmalfunctionand failure

Air conditioners (AC`s):

The initial ACs used on-off controlsystem.Hence,changeofroom

temperaturewasbiganditisdifficult toobtaincomfort.PresentACsdrives their

permanentmagnetmotors  by using   inverters,   their   features   of comfort,    energy

efficiency,    air purificationfunction,andsoonare extremely  improved  on  comparison

with those of the initial ones

PowerSemiConductorDevices:

Power   semiconductor   devices   are semiconductor    devices    used    as

switches   or   rectifiers   in    power electroniccircuits. They are also called power

devices or when used in integrated circuits, called power ICs. Most power

semiconductor devices are only used in commutationmode (i.e they are either onor

off), and are thereforeoptimizedforthis.Mostof them should not be used inlinear

operation.

APPLICATIONS:

1. DC/DCconvertersareusedinmost mobiledevices(mobilephone,pda...) to maintain

the voltage at a fixed value whatever the charge levelofthebattery is.

2. AC/DC  converters(rectifiers)are usedeverytimeanelectronicdeviceis connected  to

themains  (computer, television,...)

3. AC/ACconvertersareusedto changeeitherthevoltagelevelorthe frequency

(internationalpower adapters,lightdimmer).

4. DC/AC  converters  (inverters)  are usedprimarilyin UPSor emergency light.
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HVDC LIGHT TECHNOLOGY
Sk.Vahabunnisa

4/4EEE

 Transmitting  power  at  high  voltage  and in  DC  form
instead of  AC   is  a new technology proven to be economic and simple in operation
which is HVDC transmission. The HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current)
technologyisused to transmit electricityoverlong distancesby overhead transmission
lines or submarine cables. It is also used to interconnect separate power systems. A
further development in this technology is HVDC light where  HVDC light converters
are used for faster and efficient conversion of power. HVDC Light is a fundamentally
new power transmission technology developed recently. It is particularly suitable for
medium to small-scale power transmission applications. This new transmission and
distribution technology, HVDC Light provides animportant role 1to today’s
requirements on our network systems and opens up newopportunities for both investors
and environmentalist alike.
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TRUST ON RELATIONS
Little girl and her father were crossing a bridge.
The father was kind of scared so he asked his little
daughter, “Sweetheart, please hold my hand so
that you don’t fall into the river.”
The little girl said,
“No, Dad. You hold my hand.”
“What’s the difference?” Asked the puzzled father.
“There’s a big difference,” replied the little girl.
“If I hold your hand and something happens to me,
Chances are that I may let your hand go. But
If you hold my hand, I know for sure that no matter
What happens, you will never let my hand go.”

-By

M.Pragna, (4/4cse)

IMPORTANT SMS
Please read:
India lo motham prajalu 120 crore.
Oka roju ki maraninchevalu-62,389
Okaroju ki pute valu-86,853.
India lo kallu leni valu-6,82,460.
Roju chache valu kallu dhanam chesthe 10 rojulo valli andaru prapanchani chudochu.
Appudu INDIA lo kallu leni vallu undaru.
Please think,
1 good message is better than 100 waste messages……….
Manam chese manchi panullo idi okati……………

-By

T.Sivaparvathi, (2/4cse)

HOW POOR ARE WE
One day a father and his rich family took his son to a trip to the country with

the firm purpose to show him how poor people can be. They spent a day and a night
in the farm of a very poor family. When they got back from their trip the father asked
his son, "How was the trip?" "Very good Dad!" replied his son..

"Did you see how poor people can be?" the father asked. "Yeah!"
"And what did you learn?"
The son answered, "I saw that we have a dog at home, and they have four. We
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have a pool that reaches to the middle of the garden; they have a creek that has no
end. We have imported lamps in the garden; they have the stars. Our patio reaches to
the front yard, they have a whole horizon." When the little boy was finishing, his
father was speechless.

His son added, "Thanks Dad for showing me how poorwe are!"
Our outlook on life depends on the way you look at things. What others may

think as riches, others may want. The most important things in life are your friends,
family, health, good humor and a positive attitude towards life. If you have these then
you have everything!

K.V.S.L. MANI REKHA, ¾ CSE

CRICKET JOKES
Introducing T20 format in exams:-
-Reduce exam time by 1hr and marks by 50.
-Introduce breaks after each 15mins.
-1st 30mins power play no teachers in the class.
-Cheer girls in every class. They I’ll dance when we take additional sheets….

By

Aswini, 4/4 cse

FRIENDSHIP
First one is the smallest word.
Second one is the Smiley word.
Fourth one is the exclamatory word.
But no one knows that third and fifth are
“GOOD FRIENDS”

-By

T.SivaNandini, (2/4cse)

V.Ujwala, (2/4 cse)

V.Harsha vardhani, (2/4 cse)

A LOVE LETTER FROM ELETRICAL ENGINEER
From :   Mr . D.C MOTOR ,
            c/o Ammeter ,
            Power  house .
To :     Miss  electricity ,
            c/o voltmeter ,
            Wattmeter  house .
Dearest  Miss  electricity ,

When  I  first saw  you  at  power  house ,My  young  heart  started  vibrating
with  simple  harmonic motion  in  the  tangent  position  at  which  you  were  sitting
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in  the  region  of  two  mutually  perpendicular  magnetic  fields ,you  were   looking
so  beautiful  that  the  north  pole  of  my  heart  at  once  got  attracted  to  you , The
reflection  of  your  face  and  frequency  of  your  voice  was  so  melodious . It
produced  resonance  in  my  mind  since  you  were  in  the  company of  your  friends
Miss  Flux  and  Miss  Winding , The  position  of  my  mind  kept  me  far  on
approaching  you. There was no change  of  eddy  current  and  sparking .

I  request  you  therefore  to  meet   me  at  BUSBAR  means  power  House  at
33KV  line  at  wheat  stone  bridge . If  you  fail  to  meet  me , The  winding  of  my
heart  will  short  circuited  and  i  shall  be  forced  to  commit  suicide at  neutral
point  of  magnetic  field .please  meet me , Waiting  for  you  with  my  heart  full  of
inter pole  winding  with  its  full  resistance. Please don’t break it.
With lots  of   emf , D.C MOTOR

BY-

U.Prasanthi, (¾ EEE)

JOKES
1. STUDENT  SUDDENLY  WALKED  OUT  OF  THE  CLASS
PROF : ASK’ “ WHY THIS  FELLOW  WALKING  OUT  OF  MY CLASS ? “
STUD : “ SIR , HE  HAS  THE  HABIT  O F WALKING  IN  SLEEP “
2. TEACHER : “ WHO  WAS  RAJA  RAM MOHAN ROY  ? “
STUD : “ALL  FOUR  WERE  GOOD  FRIENDS………….SIR . “

-BY

D.LALITHA, (2/4 EEE)

“ HARD WORK  IS  LIKE  STEPS ,LUCK  IS  LIKE  A  LIFT . POSSIBLY    LIFT
MAY  FAIL  BUT  HARD  WORK  THROUGH  STEPS  NEVER FAILS  .“

-BY

K.BEULAH SUJAN, (1/4 ECE)

PLEASE DON’T READ
Isn’t  it  amazing  that  even  after  reading  the  title  you  are  started  reading

this ,there  is  nothing  in  this  passage  for  you  to  read .please  stop  reading  you
will be  wasting  your  precious  time  reading  this  “nothing “  but  you  are  still
reading  this  even  after  my  request  you  have   continued  reading  and  you  have
found  so  far . you  will  not  even  find  nothing ,so  please  stop  reading  on .has  your
mind  gone  out  on  a  holiday that  even  after  repeated  warning  and  request  you
are  still  reading  this , you  are  indeed  very  stubborn  now  this  is  height  of  it. For
heavens sake please stop it  now.

-BY

A.MAHIMAJYOTHI, (3/4 EEE)
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WINNER AND LOOSER
The Winner is always a part of the answer.
The Looser is always a part of the problem.
The Winner is always has a plan.
The Looser is always has an error.
The Winner sees an answer in every situation.
The Looser always sees a problem in every situation.
The Winner say’s “It may be difficult, but it is possible”.
The Looser say’s “It may be possible, but it is difficult”.
So always be a WINNER.

-BY

V.Ujwala, (2/4cse)

V.HarshaVardhini, (2/4cse)

DON’T JUDGE OTHERS
Please take few seconds to Read this story.. It’s Worth..
A 24 year old boy seeing out from the train’s window shouted…
“Dad, look the trees are going behind!”
Dad smiled and a young couple sitting nearby, looked at the
24 year old’s childish behavior with pity, suddenly he again
exclaimed…
“Dad, look the clouds are running with us!”
The couple couldn’t resist and said to the old man…
“Why don’t you take your son to a good doctor?”
The old man smiled and said…
“I did and we are just coming from the hospital, my son was blind from birth, he just
got his eyes today.”
MORAL……….
Every single person on the planet has a story.
Don’t judge people before you truly know them.
 The truth might surprise you.

-By

M.Pragna, (4/4cse)

� The   clock   is running .make  the  most  of  today .
� To  realize  the  value  of ‘ one  year ‘ ,ask  a  student  who  failed  a  grade.
� To  realize  the  value  of  ‘one month ‘, ask  a  mother .who  gave  birth  prematurely
� To  realize  the  value  of  ‘one  week ‘,ask  the  editor  of  a  weekly  newspaper.
� To  realize the  value  of  ‘one  hour ‘, ask  the  friend  who  are  waiting  to  meet .
� To  realize  the  value  of  ‘one  minute ‘,ask  a  person  who  just  avoided  an

accident.
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� To  realize  the  value  of  ‘one  millisecond ‘,ask  a  person  who  won  a  silver  medal
in  the  Olympics.

-BY

D.Lalitha, (2/4 eee)

POETRY ON B.TECH
College  ka  pehla  din  tha
Aur  main  thaDil  me  utsaah  aur  dar  bhi  thaKyuki  college  ke  paas  mera  ghar  bhi  tha.
Le  kar  apni  kitaben  ghur  gaya  class  meKuch  karne  ki  chahat  thi................
Boor  ho  gaya  fir  kuch  sundar  kanyaaye  aayiAur   dil  ko  rahat  di....................
Dhire   dhire  college  ki   bheed  me shamilho gaya.................
Kuch  hassinao  ke  moh  jaal  me   kho   gaya..........................
Aaj   vo  kehti  hai  hume  to   kuch  yaad   nahiAur  main  kehta  huHum  to  jaa  rahe   hai
Tumhe yaad rakhenge.........?

� Freshers  aaye  aur  hum  senior  ban  gaye
Kuch  mila  tonahi  fir  bhi  seene  tha  gaye
Le  le kar   intuo . khushi  to  hue
Par  dil  ki  echa  puri  na  hue
Kuch  humare  paas  bhi  aur  chali  gayiVo  kehti  hai  tu  bahot  khaas   hai
yaar..............
Par  vo  nahi  hai  jiski  hume   talaash  hai  yaar..........................
Aur  main  kehta   huHum  ja  rahe  haiTumhe   yaad   rakhenge................?

� dil  beet  gaye  samye(time) badal  gaya fir  socha  angur  hi  khatte  hai kuch  na
mila  to  kya  huadi  hi  badal  gaya...............
aur  sath  sath   hum  bhi  badal  gayemehfil  neem  ke  paeed  ke  niche  lagne   lage
(place  where  we   use  to  enjoy...etc., )
mausam  badal  gaya  aur  ye   hawayen  bhi  badalne ,lagipar  kya  hua  johum  ja  vahe
haipar  tumhe  yaad  vakhenge..........?
� wagt  aur  badla  aur  hum  final  year  me  aa  gyekuch  apne  bhi  badle......lekin
kuch  paas  aaa  gyepiche  mud  k  dekha  to  pta  chlaki  kimti   waqt  kho  gyaab  kya
kre..................???!!!!!!
jo  hona  tha  vo  to  ho  gayaaur  kya  hua  jo  hume  kuch  nahi  aatagimmy  dagar  ko
afsooos  nahi  hai.......
lekin  bahot  kuch  seekh  gaye  haiaur  ek  baar  fir  kehta  huhum  to  ja  rahe
haitumhe  yaaaaaad  vakhenge................

P.VASUNDHARA, 2/4  ECE –B
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EMAIL ID’S OF OUR CRICKETERS
1) LAXMAN:

available@home_only.com
2) KUMBLE:

only@test_match.com
3) SACHIN:

admitted@hospital.com
4) KAIF:

good@for_nothing.com
5) SEHWAG:

consistently@out_of_form.com
6) DRAVID:

stick@crease_like_fevicol.com
7) PATHAN:

takewickets@only_with_kenya.com
8) GREG CHAPPELL:

only_experiment@noresult.com
9) MUNAF PATEL:

only_line&length@nospeed.com
10)HARBAJAN SINGH:

no_spinpitch@nowicket.com
11)SURESH RAINA:

why_i_am_there@god_knows.com
By

Aswini, 4/4 cse

A BUTTERFLY
 A man found a cocoon for a butterfly. One day a small opening appeared, he

sat and watched the butterfly for several hours as it struggled to force its body through
the little hole. Then it seemed to stop making any progress. It appeared as if it had
gotten as far as it could and could go no farther. Then the man decided to help the
butterfly.

He took a pair of scissors and snipped the remaining bit of the cocoon. The
butterfly then emerged easily. Something was strange. The butterfly had a swollen
body and shriveled wings. The man continued to watch the butterfly because he
expected at any moment, the wings would enlarge and expand to be able to support
the body, which would contract in time. Neither happened. In fact, the butterfly
spent the rest of its life crawling around with a swollen body and deformed wings. It
was never able to fly. What the man in his kindness and haste did not understand,
was that the restricting cocoon and the struggle required for the butterfly to get through
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the small opening of the cocoon are God`s way of forcing fluid from the body of the
butterfly into its wings so that it would be ready for flight once it achieved its freedom
from the cocoon. Sometimes struggles are exactly what we need in our life.

If God allowed us to go through all our life without any obstacles, that would
cripple us. We would not be as strong as what we could have been. Not only that, we
could never fly.

by

K. V S L MANI REKHA, 3/4 CSE

FRIENDSHIP
Laugh and be Merry, think and be wise

This is your best friend’s advice Don’t forget (or) break a friendship, because It
is the medicine, which will cure from illness Make new friends but don’t forget old
friends Old friends are pleasure New friends are treat Man needs both to make life
complete Friendship is the only word, Which is priceless in the world Life is to give,
but not to take Friendship is to make but not to break.
Rose is flower it is for an hour.
But friendship is a power, which is forever.

-By

 V.Ujwala (2/4cse)

V.Harshavardhani (2/4 cse)

FUNNY MSG
� Mahesh Babu came late to exam

Examiner: Why are you late?
Mahesh: epudu vachamani kadhu sir exam rasama ledha.

� Chiru : Mahesh e slip tisuko
Mahesh: thanx annaya….
Chiru: Naku thanx chepaku,ee slip maro muguriki evamani chepu

� Saikumar: Kanipinchee ee mudu papers omr,question paper,answer paper
aithe?? aa kanapadani nalugo paper  era slipuu….

� Charan: Okka okka slip kadu nanna vandha slip lu okesari pampuuu…
� Jr NTR: Slip kothaga vundani try chesanulopala text book alane vundi, bayataki

thesano racha rachee…
� Prabhas:don’t  trust other slips ….. bring your slip write yourself…can…can….
� Siddharth: motham mere rasaruu..naa slipkudaaa………

-By

T.Siva Nandini, (2/4cse)

IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Books in a bag-“MBA students”
Books in hands-“MCA students”
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A rolled turned note book in back pocket as jeans-”DEGREE students”
Without note book everything in mind-“B.TECH students”

-By

T.Siva Parvathi (3/4cse)

POWER OF INDIA
There  are  3.22  millions  of  Indians  in  U.S.A  (1.5 %  of  population ) yet

 38 % of doctors in U.S.A are Indians.
 12 % of scientists in U.S.A are Indians.
 36 % of NASA scientists are Indians.
 34% of Microsoft employee are Indians.
 25% of IBM employees are Indians.
 17% of INTEL employees are Indians.
 13% of Xerox employees are Indians.

Think once !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
INDIA NEED YOU……BE  AN   INDIAN…SETTLEIN  INDIA

By

A.MAHIMA JYOTHI
¾ EEE

OUR TV
I have taken a decision to dispose of my television All  that  is  not  real Is

shown in every serial It does not enrich our mind Nor useful do we find Very boring
are our programmes Nor would they try to preach Really it is a punishment
                Totally it needs punishment

-BY

S.A.MOUNISHA
(2/4CSE)

GREATNESS OF MATHEMATICS

GREATNESS  OF  ‘ 7 ’
7 x 1   = 7   x 15873  = 1,11,111
7 x 2   = 14 x 15873  = 2,22,222
7 x 3   = 21 x 15873  = 3,33,333
7 x 4   = 28 x 15873  = 4,44,444
7 x 5   = 35 x 15873  = 5,55,555
7 x 6   = 42 x 15873  = 6,66,666
7 x 7   = 49 x 15873  = 7,77,777
7 x 8   = 56 x 15873  = 8,88,888
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7 x 9   = 63 x 15873  = 9,99,999
7 x 10 = 70 x 15873  = 11,11,110

GREATNESS  OF  ‘ 2’
2 x 1   = 2   x 505  = 1010
2 x 2   = 4   x 505  = 2020
2 x 3   = 6   x 505  = 3030
2 x 4   = 8   x 505 = 4040
2 x 5   = 10 x 505  =5050
2 x 6   = 12 x 505  = 6060
2 x 7   = 14 x 505  = 7070
2 x 8   = 16 x 505  = 8080
2 x 9   = 18 x 505  = 9090
2 x 10 = 20 x 505  =10,100

Using   8   eights   the   solution   we    should   get   is   1000

                  8           8         8
                               8         8
       (  +  )                          8
                                          8
                                          8
___________________________
     1           0    0       0
___________________________

-BY

CH.BHANU SUNEETHA

� Clocks  makes  a  sound  tick  tick……………..but  its  not  tick  tick  . it’s  real
sound  is  ‘quick ‘ ‘quick’ .because  the  time  is  precious. So , make  best  use  of
it……

� Mathematic s  may  not  teach  us  how  to  add  good  or  how  to  minus  bad ,but
it  gives  us  every  reason  to  hope  that  every  problem  has  a  solution.

� “ Every  king  was  once  a  crying  baby  and  every  great  building  was  once  an
open  land .”It’s  not  where  you  are  today  but  where  you  will  reach
tomorrow………..That’s  the  life…………….

� Some  people think  black  color  as  sentimentally  bad  but  they  forget  to  know
about  “every  black  board  makes  bright  students . “

� Success is like a  train………It has several Loads………….Hard  work Focus
Attitude Vision Luck But  leading  all  those  is  the  engine  of  confidence

-BY

 D.LALITHA (2/4 EEE)
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ENGINEERING RHYME
Jony jony
Yes papa!
Joined Engineering?
Yes papa!
Any entertainment?
No papa!
Many subjects?
Yes papa!
DO you study?
No papa!
Will you pass?
Ha Ha Ha Ha

-By

T. SivaNandini (2/4cse)

IN WAY OF THE SUCCESS
The great joy : Being needed
The greatest loss: Loss of experience
The greatest sin: Gossip
The greatest mistake: Giving up.
The best action: Keeping the mind clear.
The cleverest: One who does what he thinks right.
The best play: Successful work.
The greatest handicap: Egoism.
The most potent force: Positive thinking.
The greatest clipper: Fear.
The greatest blessing: Good health.
The great victory: Victory over self.
The most dangerous fellow: The liar.
The greatest need: Common sense
The most satisfying experience: Duty first

BY

V. Ujwala (2/4 cse), V.HarshaVardhani, (2/4 cse)

THE EMPEROR AND THE SEED
If you plant honesty, you will reap trust.
If you plant goodness, you will reap friends.
If you plant humility, you will reap greatness.
If you plant perseverance, you will reap victory.
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If you plant consideration, you will reap harmony.
If you plant hard work, you will reap success.
If you plant forgiveness, you will reap reconciliation.
If you plant openness, you will reap intimacy.
If you plant patience, you will reap improvements.
If you plant faith, you will real miracles.

But If you plant Dishonesty, you will reap distrust.
If you plant selfishness, you will reap loneliness.
If you plant pride, you will reap destruction.
If you plant envy, you will reap trouble.
If you plant laziness, you will reap stagnation.
If you plant bitterness, you will reap isolation.
If you plant greed, you will reap loss.
If you plant gossip, you will reap enemies.
If you plant worries, you will reap wrinkles.
If you plant sin, you will reap guilt.

So be careful what you plant now, it will determine what you will reap tomorrow,
the seeds you now scatter, will make life worse or better, your life or the ones who will
come after. Yes, someday, you will enjoy the fruits, or you will pay for the choices you
plant today.

By

K.V.S.L. MANI REKHA, 3/4 CSE

CUTE ANS. FOR A DIFFICULT QUESTION
A   teacher  asked ,”Name  the  place  where  all  big  sins  and  faults  are  forgiven  in
a  second  ?”
A  small  kid  answered  “it’s  my  mom’s  Heart ………..”

-BY

 D.LALITHA, (2/4 EEE)

IT’S BETTER SOMETIMES
It is better sometimes:

To blind enough to the faults of some poor fellow beings, than to view them
with visions unkind when there is good we ought to be seeing.
It is better sometimes:

To be dumb than to speak just but criticizing though it seems to be given to
same to recall traits both mean and despising.
It is better sometimes:

To be deaf than to hear only lying and pander. For there is nothing as low as of
a good name destroyed by slander.

By : V.Ujwala (2/4cse)
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JOKES
One  young  man  went  for  an  IAS  interview.
“ when  did  India  get  independence ? “ he  asked.
“ the  efforts  began  a  few  years  earlier  and  final  result  was  in  1947 “. he  replied.
“ who  was  responsible  for  our  independence ? “
“ there  were  so  many  whom  to  mention  ?  if  I  name  one, it  will be a  injustice
to  another.”he  replied
“is  corruption  the  number  one  enemy  in  our  country ? “
“ some  research  is  going  on  the  subject  and  I  can  answer  with  certainly  only
after  seeing  the report “ he replied.

The  interview  board  was  very  pleased  with  his  original  and  thoughtful
answers  and  asked  him  not  to  reveal  the  questions  to  others ,since  they  were
planning  to  ask  the  same  questions.

When he  went  out  naturally  others  were  curious  to  know  what  was  asked.
He politely  declined , but  one  persistent  santha  would  not  live  him. “atleast  tell
me  the  answers  “ he  pleaded , and  our  friend  obliged .

Then  it  was  the  turn  of  the  santha .when  he  went  inside  since  his  rsume
was  slightly  illegible , the  board  members  asked  him .” by  the  way ,what  is  your
date  of  birth ?”

He  replied ,” the  efforts  began  a  few  years  earlier  and  final  result  was  in
1947 .”

Some what puzzled, they  asked another clarification .” what is your father’s
name ?”

He  replied , “there  were  so  many  whom  to  mention .if  I name  one , it  will
be  injustice to another .
the  interviewer  was  incensed .
“hey! are you mad  or  what ?”He  replied.”Some research is going  on  the  subject I
can  answer  with  certainly  only  after  seeing  the  report.”

P.VASUNDHARA
2/4  ECE-B

DEFINITION OF FAILURE
Two  kinds   of   people   generally  ‘ FAIL ‘
Those  who  listen  to  NOBODY  or  those  who  listen  to  EVERYBOTY………

-BY

 D.LALITHA (2/4 EEE)
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